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Demonstratives such as this and that are among the most frequently used words in texts. But
what are the factors that determine whether a writer uses one demonstrative form (proximal
this) or another (distal that)? Here we report a large-scale corpus analysis in three written genres
to empirically contrast theories based on differences in referent activation and prominence with
a recent proposal suggesting that genre is the main driver of written demonstrative variance. We
consistently observe that discourse genre is indeed the main predictor of writers’ demonstrative
variation in English text. More specifically, a clear preference for distal demonstratives is found
when the addressee is considered more prominent in the given discourse setting (as in news
reports), whereas an overall preference for proximal demonstratives is observed when the
knowledgeable writer feels more responsibility for the produced discourse themselves, as in an
expository context (e.g. wikipedia texts). In such expository contexts, proximal demonstratives
hence indicate that the referent is psychologically situated near the writer, whereas in
interactional and narrative discourse the writer uses distal demonstratives to reach out to the
addressee. These findings shed new theoretical light on some of the most frequently used and
studied words in human language.
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1 Introduction
Demonstratives such as this and that are among the most frequently used words in the languages

of the world (Levinson et al. 2018). In both spoken and written forms of human communication,
they help the language user to refer to something that is deemed relevant to the addressee of

the conveyed message. Traditionally, a clear distinction is made between the exophoric and
endophoric use of demonstratives, with exophoric demonstratives referring to actual entities

in the speech situation, predominantly studied in spoken interaction (“Look at that toucan over

there!”), and endophoric demonstratives covering all other uses (e.g., Halliday & Hasan 1976;
Diessel 1999). Here we focus on the endophoric use of demonstratives in written texts.

Interestingly, all spoken languages offer their writers more than one type of demonstrative,

such as English this versus that or Turkish bu, şu, and o (Diessel 1999; Peeters & Özyürek

2016). As a consequence of this variability within and across languages in the availability of
different demonstrative devices, a longstanding theoretical question is what determines whether

writers include one demonstrative type (e.g. proximal this) versus another (e.g. distal that) in
their referential expression. Dominant theories in this domain propose that a writer’s choice
of demonstrative type is driven by the cognitive status that a referent is presumed to have in

the mental model of the reader (e.g. Prince 1981; Ariel 1990; Gundel et al. 1993). The relative
degree of activation of a discourse referent, or whether it is in focus or not, has indeed been

suggested to distinguish a writer’s use of proximal versus distal forms (e.g. Sidner 1983; Ariel

1990; Gundel et al. 1993). Related proposals see different degrees of prominence reflected in

proximal versus distal forms, and stress the freedom a writer has to assign a higher (proximal)
or lower (distal) degree of prominence to a discourse referent through the demonstrative (e.g.
Kirsner 1979; Strauss 2002).

In contrast with these traditional theories that focus on discourse-structural factors, Peeters

et al. (2021) recently introduced a framework of demonstrative reference that proposes discourse

genre as an essential predictor of a writer’s choice of endophoric demonstrative type. Specifically,

it was suggested that the presumed relation between writer, addressee, and referent in the mental
model of the writer will largely explain a writer’s choice of demonstrative in a text. They hence

do not deem this presumed relation a result of local discourse considerations (e.g. variables
resulting in a particular cognitive status of the referent, as in the aforementioned approaches), but
rather consider it part of the global sociocultural knowledge writers possess about specific text or

discourse genre. They specifically hypothesize a dominant preference for distal demonstratives
in text genres where the role of the addressee is relatively more prominent, as in conversational

and narrative discourse, and a dominant preference for proximal demonstratives when writers
feel more responsible for produced discourse on topics they consider themselves knowledgeable

about, as in expository texts (Peeters et al. 2021). Available studies or existing corpora that
would allow for testing this recent proposal against traditional theories are, however, scarce.
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The aim of this paper is therefore to advance our understanding of what factors drive a writer’s

choice of demonstrative by contrasting and testing the different theoretical views outlined above.
Our focus is on demonstrative variance in written ‘one-to-many’ discourse, featuring writers and

addressees who cannot rely on direct interactional feedback, nor on ‘private’ common ground.
Typical examples are newspaper articles, wikipedia texts, and written product reviews.

In the remainder of this paper, we will first clarify our position with respect to the definition

of demonstratives and classes of demonstratives that we will use (Section 2). We will then in
more detail review existing theoretical proposals that identify various factors that are suggested
to drive a writer’s choice of endophoric demonstrative type (Section 3). In Section 4, we will

evaluate existing corpus work and argue that empirical support in favor of earlier theoretical

proposals has remained largely inconclusive. Next, we will discuss what specific predictions
can be derived from the different theoretical views and how these can be tested using a corpus

analysis (Section 5). In the method section we will then discuss the set-up and coding of the
corpus that we used to contrast the different theoretical views (Section 6) and Section 7 reports
the results of this corpus study. In Section 8 we will discuss our results in light of the existing
literature, while Section 9 offers theoretical conclusions and an outlook.

2 Demonstratives and demonstrative classes
In line with recent theoretical work, we make a basic distinction between text-based and situation-

based endophoric demonstratives in written discourse (cf. Maes et al. 2022; see Figure 1 below).

Text-based demonstratives take explicit linguistic elements as their primary interpretation cue.
They include anaphoric and cataphoric demonstratives with nominal as well as non-nominal

antecedents (the latter traditionally being termed ‘discourse deictic’, e.g., Himmelmann 1996;
Diessel 1999). These text-based classes contain not only regular but also borderline cases with
antecedent and anaphor having (slightly) different denotations or semantic interpretations, like

nominal cases of bridging, deferred, or generic reference (e.g. Lücking 2018; Doran & Ward

2019), as well as non-nominal cases of referent coercion (e.g. Webber 1988; Kolhatkar et al.

2018). Text-based demonstratives further include first mention demonstratives, which introduce
new referents on the basis of triggers provided in the demonstrative NP itself (as in recognitional
demonstratives). Situation-based demonstratives, on the other hand, find their interpretation

outside the written text itself, but in the writing situation, for example in the communicative
situation (or origo) of the text (e.g. ‘this week’) or in the container of the text (e.g. ‘this chapter’).
As situation-based demonstratives are by definition proximal in English, and thus do not show
any demonstrative variance, we do not empirically analyze them further in this paper.

Although these two main classes roughly represent what traditionally has been termed

anaphoric vs. deictic respectively (e.g., Diessel 1999; Levinson 2004), we will not use these notions
in this sense, as we consider all demonstratives (situation-based and text-based demonstratives,
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demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative NPs) deictic (cf. Maes et al. 2022). As we see it, all

text-based demonstratives need the deictic or marked force of a demonstrative (as compared to a

regular pronoun or definite NP), either to guarantee successful referent identification, or to create
additional inferences. For example, anaphoric demonstrative pronouns with nominal antecedents

more often have a non-subject antecedent than regular pronouns (e.g. Brown-Schmidt et al.
2005; Kaiser & Trueswell 2008; Fossard et al. 2012; Çokal et al. 2014; 2018), and typically bring

less accessible entities into focus (e.g. Linde 1979; Hauenschild 1982; Ariel 1990; Gundel et al.

1993; 2004). When they are used to access highly activated discourse referents, the markedness
of demonstrative pronouns and determiners can be used for functions other than just referent

identification. For example, determiners in a modified demonstrative NP are known to create

additional inferences compared to definite determiners (e.g. ‘predicating’ demonstrative NPs,
Maes & Noordman 1995; Schnedecker 2006; Doran & Ward 2019). Likewise, in some languages
demonstrative pronouns that are used to refer to highly accessible human referents create a

pejorative effect with respect to the referent (Sichel & Wiltschko 2021). This effect typically
applies only when referent identification is guaranteed (and thus a regular pronoun could also
have been used), and it is explained by the markedness of a demonstrative pronoun lacking the

feature ‘person’, which is considered part of the content of personal pronouns in these languages.
In case of non-nominal antecedents and higher-order abstract referents, demonstrative

pronouns are found to be used more frequently than personal pronouns (e.g. Maes 1997; Gundel

et al. 2004; Kolhatkar et al. 2018) and in some languages, like Hebrew, demonstratives are
required to access non-nominal antecedents (Sichel & Wiltschko 2021: 57). Demonstratives also
enable access to new referents (e.g., recognitional that or indefinite this) more easily than definite
NPs, and more easily allow for cataphoric relations than pronouns. Finally, they are also more
powerful than regular pronouns in borderline cases in which mental representations of referents

have to be created based on indirect cues: both nominal cues (e.g., in deferred/bridging or
generic reference) and non-nominal cues (e.g., in cases of referent coercion).

3 Theoretical proposals on endophoric demonstrative variation
Broadly speaking, three different types of theories have been proposed to answer the question of

what the main factors are that drive a writer’s choice of endophoric demonstrative. We will first
discuss in Section 3.1 activation-based theories, which state that discourse-internal dynamics
lead to referents with variable cognitive statuses, such that a referent’s presumed relative

accessibility, givenness, or prominence drives demonstrative variation in text (e.g. Sidner 1983;

Ariel 1990; Gundel et al. 1993). In Section 3.2, we will review existing theories that suggest that
demonstrative variation is best explained by a set of subtle interactional and attitudinal inferences

based on the referent’s assumed psychological proximity or distance from the writer (e.g. Fraser
& Joly 1979; 1980; Chen 1990; Niimura & Hayashi 1994; Glover 2000; Jackson 2013). In Section
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3.3, we will summarize our proposal that hypothesizes that the assumed interaction between

writer, referent, and addressee in different discourse genres is the most important predictor of a
writer’s choice of endophoric demonstrative type (Peeters et al. 2021).

3.1 Discourse-internal factors: accessibility, givenness, prominence
In activation-based theories, proximal and distal demonstratives are considered part of a larger
set of referential expression types that speakers and writers may use to activate or reactivate a

discourse referent in the mind of one’s addressee. Each type can be seen as expressing a particular

degree of mental activation or prominence of the underlying referent. This has resulted in

proposals claiming a difference in higher (for proximal demonstratives, indefinite this excluded)
or lower (for distal demonstratives) degree of assumed activation of a discourse referent, hence

considering the speaker’s or writer’s choice of demonstrative type as the straightforward outcome
of given discourse-internal properties.

The two most influential theories in the domain of endophoric reference are Ariel’s

accessibility hierarchy (Ariel 1990) and the givenness hierarchy introduced by Gundel and
colleagues (Gundel et al. 1993). In these theories, the type of referring expression used (e.g. the
apple vs. this apple vs. it) is argued to correspond to the cognitive status that a referent is presumed
to have in the mental model of the reader or listener. Demonstratives are thus interpreted as

referring expressions that compete for production with alternative referring expressions (e.g.

pronouns or definite NPs). Both the accessibility hierarchy and the givenness hierarchy assign
demonstratives an intermediate cognitive status at a position between personal pronouns and
definite noun phrases. The two hierarchies differ as to the cognitive status attributed within the
closed set of demonstratives. The accessibility hierarchy (Ariel 1990) assumes that proximal
demonstrative forms (compared to distal demonstrative forms) refer to relatively more accessible

entities, and that demonstrative pronouns refer to entities that are more accessible than those

referred to by demonstrative NPs. In the givenness hierarchy (Gundel et al. 1993), it is distal

demonstrative NPs (thatN or familiar that, e.g. that book) that have a special status as they refer to

entities that are currently less activated compared to entities referred to with proximal or distal
demonstrative pronouns, or with proximal demonstrative NPs (thisN, e.g. this book).

Several other theoretical proposals use similar pragmatic notions to express the idea of

proximal demonstratives accessing more prominent entities than distal ones. Some of them align
well with the idea of demonstratives expressing different activation statuses of referents, in

that proximal demonstratives are said to move an entity into the new focus of discourse, while

distal demonstratives would refer to a currently non-central discourse entity (e.g. Linde 1979;
Sidner 1983; McCarthy 2002; Swierzbin 2010). Related proposals associate proximal and distal

demonstratives with high versus low focus or deictic force respectively (e.g. Kirsner 1979; Oh
2001; Strauss 2002; Wu 2004; Oh 2009), thereby considering observed variation in a writer’s
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choice of demonstrative type as a rhetorical tool enabling them to not only express “the force
with which the hearer is instructed to seek the referent” (Strauss 2002: 135), but also present

referents as relatively more or less important, noteworthy, or foregrounded (Kirsner 1979).
Human, singular, and named entities (i.e. entities previously referred to using a proper name)

would possess a high degree of prominence, making such referents ideal candidates for proximal

demonstratives (Kirsner 1979). A strong asset of such proposals is that they are typically claimed
to apply to all occurrences of text-based demonstratives.

3.2 Subtle interactional factors: the referent’s psychological distance from the
writer
The exophoric use of demonstratives, in which demonstratives are used in reference to an aspect

of the physical surroundings of a speech event, has commonly been considered the ontogenetic,
phylogenetic, and grammatical basis from which other types of use (e.g. endophoric) have

derived (e.g. Bühler 1934; Lyons 1977; Diessel 1999; Tomasello 2008). As such, influential
theoretical descriptions of exophoric demonstrative use have implicitly been taken as a starting

point for theories of endophoric demonstrative variance. Such exophoric theories have often

taken a referent’s relative distance from the speaker (e.g. Diessel 1999) as the main explanandum
of observed variation in demonstrative use. Not surprisingly then, the notion of distance has

also been assumed to explain endophoric demonstrative variation in text. Because a referent’s
physical distance is largely irrelevant in written discourse, distance is typically reconceptualized

in a metaphorical sense. This has resulted in fine-grained analyses of demonstrative variation in
terms of a referent’s ‘mental distance’ to the speaker or writer.

These accounts of demonstrative variance adhere to the view that demonstratives “do not

necessarily or only guide the hearer to the intended referent, but may in some cases contribute
to what is implicitly communicated as well” (Scott 2013: 56) such that they “can be used as a
resource for fostering a sense of common ground and shared perspective between interlocutors”

(Acton & Potts 2014: 4). As such, demonstratives can be seen as triggering different types of

pragmatic inferences about the interaction between writer, addressee, and referent. Proximal
demonstratives are seen as expressing the writer’s involvement and (mostly positive) attitude

towards a referent, while distal demonstratives basically carry two types of inferences: either they
represent the negation of the writer’s involvement and attitudes, often resulting in negatively

framed inferences about referents, or they can be seen as playing a part in creating a common
interactional space with the addressee.

The idea of proximal demonstratives expressing the (positive) involvement of the writer

vs. distal demonstratives expressing the (negative) backside can be found in many proposals.

For example, Wolter (2006) argues that all proximal demonstratives are subject to a proximity
condition, while distal demonstratives are considered unmarked for proximity. She considers
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proximity as physical nearness to the speaker, similar to other studies (Roberts 2002; Elbourne
2008), but her proposal extends to the endophoric usage of demonstratives, in that she

reinterprets proximity as “speaker control over the identification of the referent” (Wolter 2006:

108). A large number of studies use similar but slightly different notions to express the same
idea of psychological distance. Referents of proximal demonstratives are for instance argued to
be inside the speaker’s sphere or personally involved, as opposed to outside the speaker’s sphere

or subjectively dissociated (Cornish 2001; 2017), to be part of the present topic or concern as
opposed to the past (Fraser & Joly 1980; Glover 2000), to represent interest, relevance, focusing,

as opposed to rejection and distance (Fraser & Joly 1980; Chen 1990), to remain involved in the
subject, as opposed to express distance from it (Lakoff 1974), to be found in the world of the

speaker, not in the world shared by hearer and speaker (MacLaran 1980), to become increasingly
situated in the subjective belief state of the speaker or in their attitude towards a corresponding
proposition (Smith 1995), to be relatively close to the author’s own arguments and position, and

positive, as opposed to less desirable and further removed from the author’s position in terms of
distance (Zhang 2015), to be in the referential center, as opposed to at a neutral vantage point
(Laczkó 2010), to be part of the speaker’s situation, as opposed to disengaged from the speaker

(Danon-Boileau 1984), to be in the domain of the speaker’s direct experience (Niimura & Hayashi
1994; 1996), or to be associated with affection, interest, and pride, as opposed to contempt,
disapproval, dislike, and mental remoteness (Petch-Tyson 2000).

When demonstratives are said to express inferences about the interaction between writer and

addressee, distal demonstratives no longer play the bad cop. They are seen as an appeal or an
invitation to the addressee (Lakoff 1974; Auer 1981), as coordinating the involvement of speakers
and addressees (Cheshire 1996), as expressing the addressee’s (as opposed to the writer’s)

responsibility in relation to the referent (Fraser & Joly 1980), as reflecting “consensual” (as opposed

to “discordance”) deixis where the discourse common to both interlocutors contains the referent

(Danon-Boileau 1984), or as “what you have just mentioned” versus “what I have just mentioned”

(Halliday & Hasan 1976), the latter being congruent with the observation that in interactive
communication, typically distal demonstratives are used to comment upon the remarks of another

speaker (A: “I am the best”. B: “That/#This is a lie”, e.g. Lakoff 1974; Gundel et al. 1988; Chen 1990).
In sum, what these slightly different proposals have in common is that proximal and distal

demonstrative forms are assumed to express subtle inferences about the relation of the referent

vis-à-vis the speaker or writer and sometimes their intended addressee. It should be noted that

these qualitative proposals referring to different instantiations of a referent’s psychological
distance are typically based on the analysis of endophoric demonstratives in specific written

or spoken contexts, and offer valid explanations for these examples, which however do not

necessarily generalize to all demonstratives used in discourse. This raises the question to what

extent the proposed underlying variables may explain endophoric demonstrative variation in
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general. Furthermore, subtle inferences of psychological distance can be easily illustrated and
substantiated in individual occurrences of endophoric demonstratives, but they are less easy to
predict or put to an empirical test.

3.3 Discourse genre
As a theoretical alternative to the dominant activation- and prominence-based accounts, we
recently introduced a framework of demonstrative reference that proposes discourse genre as

the main predictor of endophoric demonstrative variation (Peeters et al. 2021). It stresses
that writers have pre-existing assumptions on how writers, addressees, and referents interact

in the context of specific discourse genres, in particular given that different discourse genres

come with different discourse goals (e.g., to narrate, expose, or evaluate; e.g., Weaver &

Kintsch 1991; Mar et al. 2021). These assumptions are based on the experiences we built
up as writers and readers with regard to how discourse is shaped depending on genre goals.

Under this account, demonstratives are considered as ways of expressing default interaction
assumptions connected to particular discourse genres, thereby exploiting the typical values
of different demonstrative variants in exophoric and endophoric context: speaker-proximity

for proximal and addressee-orientation for distal demonstratives. Thus, it is proposed that
an increasing preference for distal demonstrative anaphors is observed when the role of

the addressee becomes more prominent in the discourse setting at hand (as in narrative
discourse), while an increasing preference for proximal demonstrative anaphors is found

when speakers or writers are focused more on the topic, as in an expository context (Peeters
et al. 2021).

In existing studies on genre, discourse goals are typically not found to be explicitly connected

to ‘specific assumptions on the interaction between writer, addressee, and referent’ in the way

we conceptualize them here. Yet, interaction assumptions can easily be seen as a common

denominator of the major characteristics differentiating genres. For example, in two recent
review articles on two genres studied extensively in the learning sciences (Clinton et al. 2020;
Mar et al. 2021), the beneficial effect of narrative over expository texts on comprehension and

memory has been explained by alluding to typical characteristics of stories (over essays), such

as topic familiarity, resemblance with everyday experiences, structure predictability, and the
evocation of emotion. All these aspects can be considered addressee-oriented as they highlight

the connection between writer and addressee(s). Conversely, expository discourse is typically
characterized much more in terms of the relation between the writer and their topic, as expository
texts commonly communicate the writer’s knowledge and ideas about a specific topic, for

example by introducing and elaborating on a theme, thereby employing structures “depending
on their purpose, making them less familiar and less predictable” (see Mar et al. 2021: 733,
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and references therein). Lifelong experiences with such text characteristics can be considered as
breeding ground for the assumed pre-existing assumptions argued for in our proposal.

Note that this theory combines two ideas on demonstrative variance widely acknowledged

in existing literature. First, the importance of referent proximity in the choice between different
(exophoric) demonstrative variants is not cancelled out in written discourse, but transferred into

differences in the assumed psychological relation between speaker, referent, and addressee, as

explained in Section 3.2. Second, the use of demonstrative variants “may differ systematically
according to the social fields and genres in which speech occurs” (Hanks 2005: 194). The latter

idea is often applied to broad genre notions such as spoken vs. written, and formal/higher vs.

informal/lower discourse. For example, recognitional that is often linked to spoken discourse
as the distal demonstrative is considered as a signal to the addressee that a given referential

expression may be elaborated on if necessary (Auer 1981; Himmelmann 1996; Schlegloff 1996).

In addition, restrictive that is typically considered characteristic of ‘higher’ registers (Wolter
2006), while distal demonstratives are often associated with conversational and informal registers
(e.g., Cheshire 1996; Acton & Potts 2014). In addition, as we will see in Section 4, many corpus-

based studies on demonstratives implicitly offer preliminary evidence for the potential relevance
of genre in explaining demonstrative variance.

Demonstrative variants can be considered as perfectly equipped to express writer-addressee-

referent assumptions in different genres. Yet, specific text properties, such as the presence of more

or fewer proximal vs. distal demonstratives, do not in itself define genre. The connection between

demonstratives, specific discourse goals, and genres is indeed defeasible. Put simply, expository

texts are known to typically contain more complex words than narrative texts, but using complex
words in itself does not make a text expository, only the higher-order goal does. The relation
between discourse goals and text variables is hence fluid, as is indeed widely observed in the

genre literature (Clinton et al. 2020; Mar et al. 2021). For example, for methodological reasons,

studies comparing the effect of different genres may match text variables known to differentiate

the two genres, such as the topic of the text (Cunningham & Gall 1990; Wolfe & Mienko 2007)
or its complexity (Best et al. 2008; McNamara et al. 2011), thus showing that a text may remain
expository or narrative in nature even if typical characteristics do not differ.1 Likewise, readers
are known to process the same text differently depending on the genre instructions (and thus

genre expectations) they received (e.g. Zwaan 1994), suggesting that the same text can meet
different discourse goals. One can even think of achieving a specific reading goal using the format
of another genre, for example when stories are used to teach learners about a specific topic.

1

Out of 37 studies reviewed in Mar et al. (2021), 8 control for topic/content and 15 for text complexity.
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Therefore, in line with the proposal we put forward earlier (Peeters et al. 2021), we do not

expect to find only proximal or distal demonstratives in expository or narrative text. Rather,
we expect local discourse conditions to now and then overrule the genre default, in particular

when there is special reason to do so, either based on referent identification, in line with the
proposals described in Section 3.1, or based on specific inferences associated with referents
or addressees, as described in Section 3.2. Yet, this theoretical account does predict genre to

have the strongest effect, and thus claims to explain demonstrative variance for the bulk of
demonstrative variants used in written discourse that can “be replaced by the other with very

little effect on the meaning” (Stirling & Huddleston 2002: 1506). We consider the focus on this
silent majority, while at the same time leaving enough room for types of demonstrative use

that come with a strong proximal or distal preference, an appealing feature of this framework.
Accordingly, an adequate test of the framework needs to exceed the level of individual clear

case examples. A suitable method to do so is to analyze demonstratives in natural corpora of
written text.

4 Corpus research into endophoric demonstrative variation
Theoretical proposals aiming to explain the main predictors of endophoric demonstrative

variation, such as those sketched in Section 3, can be tested in an ecologically valid way using

text corpora. Complementing approaches that rely on meta-linguistic judgments or experimental
manipulations, a corpus analysis offers the opportunity to study the use of demonstratives by a
large number of different writers in situations in which they naturally used demonstratives as
part of a larger text and did not explicitly rely on their meta-linguistic intuitions. Here we are

particularly interested in contrasting theories that claim that discourse-internal factors (e.g. the

cognitive status or prominence of the referent) mainly explain demonstrative variation with the
recent framework that proposes that discourse genre is the main predictor of a writer’s choice of
demonstrative type.

Over the years, different types of corpora have indeed been analyzed for referential

expressions in general (e.g. Toole 1996; Uryupina et al. 2020) and demonstratives in particular

(e.g. Maes 1996; Byron & Allen 1998; Petch-Tyson 2000; Botley & McEnery 2001a; 2001b).
Although these studies offer valuable distributional information, no existing corpus presents
an in-depth analysis of demonstrative variance in a sizeable and balanced set of well-defined

classes of demonstratives occurring in different genres. Early proposals often tested their claims

on demonstrative variation in small-scale or genre-unspecific corpora (Kirsner 1979; Ariel 1988;
Gundel et al. 1988; Himmelmann 1996; Oh 2001). Other studies restricted themselves either

to demonstrative NPs (Maes 1996), proximal (Poesio & Modjeska 2005) or distal (Passonneau
1989; Byron & Allen 1998) demonstratives, used overlapping classes of demonstratives (Botley &
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McEnery 2001b), or focused on only a single genre (Botley & McEnery 2001b; Potts & Schwarz
2010; Acton & Potts 2014).

To our knowledge and surprise, only a single previous corpus study directly tested the

activation-based theories of endophoric demonstrative variation (Botley & McEnery 2001b). In a

100.000-word news corpus, the authors measured the referential distance between demonstrative
and antecedent. When distance was measured in words, partial support for activation-based

theories was found. It was also confirmed that pronominal demonstratives referred to antecedents
at a smaller distance than demonstrative NPs did. When distance was measured in sentences,

however, a pattern of results that was opposite to predictions made by activation-based theories

was observed. Specifically, the referential distance for distal pronouns turned out to be smaller
than for proximal pronouns, a finding that was also observed elsewhere (Gundel et al. 1988;

Maes 1996). Based on these mixed outcomes, it remains unclear to what extent endophoric

demonstrative variation is indeed explained by the degree of presumed activation or cognitive
accessibility of the referent.

In contrast, several existing corpora do provide preliminary evidence for the proposal that

discourse genre drives a writer’s choice of demonstrative type, but do so in an indirect way. Corpora
of interactional spoken discourse (Passonneau 1989; Byron & Allen 1998) and written news reports

(Botley & McEnery 2001a) have for instance been shown to include substantially more distal than
proximal demonstratives. Expository corpora have shown the opposite preference. For example,

Poesio and Modjeska (2005) hardly find distal demonstratives in their corpora of museum object

descriptions and medical leaflets. The relevance of genre is also suggested in cross-linguistic studies
of demonstratives based on parallel corpora that compare translation patterns of demonstratives

in original and translated literary (e.g. Wu 2004; Goethals 2007; 2013; Ribera & Cuenca 2013;
Bartkute 2020) or non-literary (e.g. Vanderbauwhede et al. 2011; Pavesi 2013) text genres. Their
corpora show large differences in the proportion of proximal and distal demonstratives in different
genres and languages, which however remain largely unexplained as the focus of these studies is

on discovering subtle differences in translation strategies and demonstrative systems in different
languages, rather than explaining demonstrative variance itself.

Undoubtedly the largest relevant corpus of formal written discourse so far has been

collected by researchers studying the use of English as a second language. Expository academic
essays were gathered from students in a wide variety of different countries, after which their

demonstrative use was compared to the use of demonstratives in similar essays that were written
in the students’ native language (e.g. Petch-Tyson 2000; Blagoeva 2004; Lenko-Szymanska 2004;

Oh 2009; Labrador 2011; Zhang 2015; Jin 2019). In these corpora, an average of about 70% of
all demonstratives is found to be proximal, a regularity also observed in the expository genre of
scientific articles (Gray 2010).
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In sum, it seems that expository texts elicit mainly proximal demonstratives, whereas narrative

and interactional discourse - in which the role of the addressee is relatively more prominent -

lead to a preference for distal demonstratives. A specific study analyzing demonstrative variation
across different genres is however missing.

5 The current study
The current corpus study aims at identifying the variables responsible for the writer’s choice
between proximal and distal endophoric demonstratives in English. As our corpus, we use all

text-based demonstratives (n = 2232) from the corpus selected and coded in Maes et al. (2022),
see also Figure 1. This corpus consists of three different, common genres of written discourse:
a corpus of written news reports, an encyclopedic wikipedia corpus, and a corpus of written

product reviews. As such, it will allow for contrasting and testing predictions derived from the
different theoretical viewpoints discussed above.

Accessibility theory makes clear predictions with regards to which factors should be

considered proxies of a referent’s degree of accessibility in a text corpus. Specifically, four
variables are proposed to define the presumed differences in accessibility between pronominal

(e.g. this) and nominal (e.g. this book) demonstratives: referential distance, saliency, competition,
and unity (Ariel 1988). Referential distance measured in sentences or words is typically considered

most (easily) applicable to corpus research (Ariel 1988; Botley & McEnery 2001b). One should

consider distance measured in sentences rather than words as the most reliable proxy of a
referent’s presumed accessibility, as the structural (sentential or syntactic) position of antecedent
and anaphoric NPs, rather than their absolute distance in words, is widely acknowledged to

affect the activation of entities and the form of all types of referring expressions (e.g. Grosz et
al. 1995; Kaiser & Trueswell 2008; Fukumura & van Gompel 2015). Moreover, demonstratives
often have non-nominal antecedents that are located on their near left, but can at the same time
be quite lengthy, which renders it problematic to decide what the distance in words between
demonstrative and antecedent actually is.

The notion of saliency can be put on a par with the variables said to determine the focal value

of referents. Two reliable and easily measurable variables present themselves here as syntactic
proxy of the saliency of discourse relevance, namely the syntactic function (subject or not)
and the sentence position (sentence-initial or not) of the demonstrative. These characteristics

are indeed used in many experimental studies on the variation of referential expressions, in

particular nominal versus pronominal expressions (e.g. Kaiser & Trueswell 2008; Fukumura &
van Gompel 2015).

Competition is less relevant as a coding variable here, as endophoric demonstratives hardly

occur in situations (typical for exophoric demonstrative use) in which there are two or more
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competing referents (Maes 1996; Maes et al. 2022). Unity between referent and antecedent
(i.e. whether these belong to the same unit, such as a paragraph) is also less relevant, as most

endophoric demonstratives find their antecedent in the immediately preceding sentence (e.g.
Passonneau 1989; Maes 1996).

In conclusion, on the basis of accessibility theory, it is predicted that proximal demonstratives

refer more often to antecedents in the same sentence (vs. in a previous sentence) compared to

distal demonstratives. In addition, proximal demonstratives should appear more often in subject
and sentence-initial position compared to distal demonstratives. In addition, accessibility theory

predicts pronominal demonstratives to have more often a subject and sentence-initial position
and near antecedents than demonstrative NPs.

Similar to accessibility theory, distance, syntactic function, and sentence position

can be used in the exact same way to test the givenness hierarchy (Gundel et al. 1993).

Furthermore, in the givenness hierarchy, the special status of distal demonstrative NPs is
based on a combination of two characteristics: their familiarity assumption and their ability
to introduce new referents. Only the latter can be coded reliably in written corpora, such that

significantly more first mention (familiar, recognitional) that than first mention (indefinite)
this demonstratives should be observed to support the theory. Otherwise, the givenness
hierarchy makes the same predictions as the accessibility hierarchy. Importantly, both the

accessibility hierarchy and the givenness hierarchy do not make specific predictions for an
effect of discourse genre.

Referent prominence may be tested by analyzing lexical characteristics of referents, as

proposed by Kirsner (1979). He considers human, singular, and named entities as most

prominent, and thus candidates for proximal demonstratives. Also, he would predict proximal
demonstratives to more often come with new (as opposed to repeated) nouns, compared to

their antecedents. Similarly, one may test for the influence of other semantic characteristics of

referents on demonstrative variation. For example, Rocca and colleagues asked respondents to
select a demonstrative for a variety of singular nouns, without any further context, and found
that proximal demonstratives were more tightly associated with manipulable entities than distal

ones (Rocca et al. 2019). In sum, although a large portion of demonstratives are by definition
excluded from such analyses because they have non-nominal or abstract NP antecedents,

a higher proportion of proximal, as opposed to distal demonstratives with human, singular,
named, manipulable, or new noun entities consistent over genres would provide support for the
effect of such referent characteristics.

Detecting subtle inferences based on psychological distance can best be done by inspecting

selected individual examples in their context, as has been done extensively in the studies we
discussed in Section 3.2. These studies convincingly show the relevance of such inferences in
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demonstrative variance. Yet, to our knowledge, objective variables, enabling analysts to reliably
code such inferences in large corpora, are not available. Therefore, we decided to focus on
a corpus consisting of carefully selected genres and test whether distributional preferences of

demonstratives show up that can be explained in terms of the attitudinal and interactional
inferences ascribed to the attested examples in the endophoric proposals.

Finally, as outlined in Section 3.3, our recent framework of demonstrative reference

hypothesizes strong effects of discourse genre in explaining demonstrative variation (Peeters et al.
2021). On the basis of this account, written news reports are expected to have a distal preference

given their narrative and addressee-oriented character. Encyclopedic wikipedia entries are
hypothesized to display an overall preference for proximal demonstratives, given the expository
nature of these texts. Finally, evaluative product reviews are expected to show both aspects of

an orientation towards the addressee and more writer-oriented attitudinal inferences. Therefore,
for this specific corpus, a relatively balanced mix of proximal and distal demonstratives can be
predicted.

6 Method
To contrast and test the different predictions outlined above, we selected all text-based

demonstratives from the corpus described in Maes et al. (2022). These demonstratives

come from three text genres: narrative (news articles), expository (wikipedia texts), and
evaluative (book reviews) texts. The news texts consisted of the first 3000 paragraphs of
the AQUAINT-2 Information-Retrieval Text Research Collection (Voorhees & Graff 2008),

thus containing a total of 2021 Associated Press news articles on national and international
news from the period 2004 to 2006. Wikipedia entries consisted of the complete GREC

corpus, hence containing 1755 Wikipedia entries on persons, mountains, rivers, cities, and
countries (Belz et al. 2010). The book reviews consisted of the first 3000 paragraphs of

the Amazon product data corpus (He & McAuley 2016; http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/
amazon/), thus yielding 1904 reviews of a dozen books written in a relatively informal

style by assumedly less professional writers. Using the Stanford CoreNLP system (https://

stanfordnlp.github.io), in these corpora all sentences were automatically selected that
contained at least one demonstrative, plus the three sentences that preceded the retrieved

sentence (or as many preceding sentences as available when the retrieved sentence was
the first, second, or third in the text). This resulted in a comparable number of text-based

demonstratives for the three genres (News: n = 825; Wikipedia: n = 609; Reviews: n =
798).

In Maes et al. (2022), this corpus was used to develop a new taxonomy of endophoric

demonstratives that distinguishes different types of text-based and situation-based demonstratives,
as summarized in Figure 1 and discussed in Section 2 above.
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Figure 1: The taxonomy of endophoric demonstrative reference, as introduced by Maes et
al. (2022), including the number of demonstratives observed per class in the corpus. For the
current study, only text-based demonstratives were included, as situation-based demonstrative
are, in English, all proximal by definition and thus do not show any demonstrative variation.
For the current study, we selected all text-based (n = 2232) demonstratives from this

corpus, consisting of anaphoric (n = 2012), cataphoric (n = 27), and first mention (n = 193)
demonstratives. We excluded situation-based demonstratives, such as references to the origo

of discourse (e.g. ‘this week’) or self-references (e.g. ‘this chapter’), as they are proximal by
definition, and thus lack any analyzable demonstrative variance.

For all text-based demonstratives (n = 2232), we coded all variables needed to test the

theoretical proposals: demonstrative type (proximal this/these vs. distal that/those), demonstrative
number (singular this/that vs. plural these/those), demonstrative form (pronominal vs. unmodified

NP vs. modified NP vs. modified elliptic NP), syntactic function (subject vs. non-subject), sentence
position (initial vs. non-initial), type of referent (abstract vs. concrete vs. human vs. named

human). In addition, for both anaphoric and cataphoric demonstratives (n = 2039) we coded
their antecedent type (NP vs. non-nominal) and referential distance [same sentence vs. previous
sentence(s)]. Finally, for unmodified anaphoric NPs with a nominal antecedent (n = 692), we
coded the lexical relation between the anaphor noun and the head noun of their antecedent (same
vs. different noun). Descriptive results based on our coding are presented in Table 1.

Although the coding of the demonstratives across the mentioned variables are all clear

and well-defined, about 20% of the data (n = 467) was separately coded by an independent
second coder. For each of the coding variables, agreement between the two coders was between

96,4% and 98,7%. In total, 62 coding differences were found in 53 out of the 467 fragments (14

demonstrative form, 17 antecedent type; 14 distance, 11 syntactic function, 6 sentence position).
Most of these (n = 41) were simple errors made by one of the coders and quickly resolved. The

other cases were resolved after discussion, in particular concerning the exact extension of a nonnominal antecedent, or the difference between a nominal or non-nominal antecedent.
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The fragments, first and second coding, and the dataset used in the analysis are available

as online supplementary materials via the Open Science Framework (see Data Availability
Statement below).

7 Results

7.1 Descriptive statistics
In Table 1, proportions of proximal and distal demonstratives are given for all coded variables.
Overall, we observed a proximal preference for some variables previously related to activation
and prominence, such as when demonstratives were singular (77,9% vs. 63,9%), in subject

function (55,5% vs. 40,9%), or in sentence-initial position (55,0% vs. 44,3). Conversely, a distal
preference was observed for plural referents, non-subject, and non-initial demonstratives. In
addition, distal demonstratives were found to often have their antecedent in the same sentence

(45,1% vs. 19,2%). But many of the observed proportions differed widely and wildly across
variables, as shown in Table 1. Some of this variation seems intuitively plausible, such as the

higher productivity of distal pronouns in the (more informal) reviews corpus, as also found in
interactional corpora (e.g. Passonneau 1989; Byron & Allen 1998). In testing our hypotheses
and discussing the results below, we will come back to some meaningful (combinations of)
preferences numerically observed here.

7.2 Quantitative analysis
7.2.1 Overall Analysis
The descriptive statistics in Table 1 numerically confirm the proposed demonstrative preferences
in writer-oriented (expository) versus reader-oriented (narrative) discourse. In order to test the

predictive power of genre in relation to local discourse-structural variables sensitive to the

accessibility or prominence of referents (i.e. distance, syntactic function, and sentence position),

we carried out a first, overall binary logistic regression analysis. The binary dependent variable
in this analysis was the use of a proximal (this, these, coded as 0) or distal (that, those, coded as
1) demonstrative. Because for cataphoric and first mention demonstratives by definition not all

variables could be coded (see above), only instances of anaphoric demonstrative use (n = 2012)

were included in the analysis. In light of our theoretical predictions, we opted for a hierarchical
regression approach to data analysis (forced entry), comparing a model (Model 1) that included

three discourse-structural activation-based factors (referential distance, syntactic function,
sentence position) to a model (Model 2) that additionally included genre (three levels: news,
wiki, reviews) as a categorical predictor.

Table 2 presents the coefficients of the models. Model 1 explained significantly more variance

in the data compared to a baseline, null model, χ2 (3) = 188.16, p < .001, R2 = .09 (Cox-Snell),
.12 (Nagelkerke). As such, the three activation-based predictors together explained about 9%
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Table 1: Per corpus (News, Wiki, Reviews) and across the three corpora (All), (i) the proportion of proximal and distal text-based
demonstratives is provided for the variables demonstrative number (singular vs. plural), form (pronouns, unmodified NPs, modified
NPs, modified elliptic NPs), syntactic function (subject vs. non-subject), sentence position (initial vs. non-initial), and type of referent
(abstract, concrete, human vs. named human); (ii) the proportion of proximal and distal anaphoric and cataphoric demonstratives is
provided for the variables antecedent type (nominal vs. non-nominal) and referential distance (same sentence vs. earlier sentence);
(iii) the proportion of proximal and distal unmodified NP anaphora with nominal antecedent is provided as a function of whether it
has either a lexically same vs. different head noun.
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(Cox-Snell) to 12% (Nagelkerke) of variance in the dependent variable. As shown in Table 2, all
three predictors contributed significantly to the model. Model 2, in which genre was added as

an additional predictor, explained significantly more variance in the data compared to Model 1,
χ2 (5) = 679.45, p < .001, R2 = .29 (Cox-Snell), .38 (Nagelkerke). As such, adding genre to the

model led to 20% (Cox-Snell) to 26% (Nagelkerke) of additional variance in the writers’ choice
of demonstrative type being explained. All predictors contributed significantly to the final model

(all p’s < .003). Based on these two models, it can hence be concluded that all four predictors

(distance, syntactic function, sentence position, genre) significantly contributed to explaining
variation in demonstrative type in the data. Genre, however, clearly explained most variance.

When the same analysis was carried out on only demonstratives considered anaphoric in

traditional taxonomies, that is, demonstrative anaphors with a nominal antecedent (n = 1200),

thus excluding cases with a non-nominal antecedent (discourse deixis, n = 812), a highly similar
pattern of results was observed. A model that included genre as an additional predictor [Model 2:

χ2 (5) = 464.52, p < .001, R2 = .32 (Cox-Snell), .43 (Nagelkerke)] explained significantly more

variance (18–24% more) in the data compared to a model that included only distance, syntactic
function, and sentence position [Model 1: χ2 (3) = 179.23, p < .001, R2 = .14 (Cox-Snell), .19
(Nagelkerke)]. All predictors contributed significantly to the final model (all p’s < .008).
b

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Constant

–.32 [–.45, –.18]

.001

Synt. Fun.

.44 [.18, .72]

.002

Model 1

Distance

1.34 [1.12, 1.55]

.001

Lower
95% CI

Odds
Ratio

Upper
95% CI

3.07

3.81

4.73

.56

.73

.95

3.66

4.70

6.03

1.19

Sent. Pos.

–.32 [–.61, –.06]

.025

Constant

–.34 [–.55, –.11]

.004

Synt. Fun.

.68 [.41, .99]

.001

1.45

.001

2.66

Model 2

Distance

Sent. Pos.

Genre (1)

Genre (2)

1.55 [1.29, 1.81]

–.55 [–.89, –.24]

1.23 [.97, 1.51]

–1.65 [–1.90, –1.42]

.001

.002

.001

1.55

2.01

1.97

2.67

3.41

4.37

.42

.58

.15

.19

.79

.25

Table 2: Logistic models of predictors of text-based anaphoric demonstrative variation (95%
BCa bootstrap confidence intervals based on 1000 samples in brackets). Reference categories
were previous sentence(s) (for Distance), subject (for Syntactic Function), initial (for Sentence
Position), and reviews [for Genre (1) in the comparison to news reports and for Genre (2) in
the comparison to wikipedia texts].
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7.2.2 Demonstrative pronouns vs. demonstrative NPs
To test the hypothesis that referential distance should play a different role for demonstrative
pronouns compared to demonstrative NPs, as proposed by Ariel (1988), we carried out separate

binary logistic regression analyses for these two types of demonstrative use. These analyses

were identical in setup to the overall analysis reported above, but carried out separately for
demonstrative pronouns vs. demonstrative NPs.

The analysis on demonstrative pronouns (n = 701) showed that a model that included

genre as an additional predictor [Model 2: χ2 (5) = 255.18, p < .001, R2 = .31 (Cox-

Snell), .41 (Nagelkerke)] again explained significantly more variance in the data compared
to a model that included distance, syntactic function, and sentence position [Model 1: χ2 (3)

= 27.81, p < .001, R2 = .04 (Cox-Snell), .05 (Nagelkerke)]. Indeed, including genre as a
predictor led to 27% (Cox-Snell) to 36% (Nagelkerke) of additional variance in writers’ choice

of demonstrative pronoun form being explained compared to the simpler model. A similar

pattern of results was found when this analysis was carried out on only the demonstrative
pronouns with a nominal antecedent (n = 210). Indeed, including genre as a predictor
significantly improved the model and led to 35–47% of additional variance explained in the

dependent variable by genre, also in this smaller dataset. In all models, distance was also a
significant predictor.

The analysis on demonstrative NPs (n = 1311) yielded similar results, both for the important

role of genre and the smaller but significant effect of distance. The model that included genre

as an additional predictor [Model 2: χ2 (5) = 476.10, p < .001, R2 = .31 (Cox-Snell), .41
(Nagelkerke)] thus explained significantly more variance in the data compared to a model that

included only distance, syntactic function, and sentence position [Model 1: χ2 (3) = 190.15, p <
.001, R2 = .14 (Cox-Snell), .18 (Nagelkerke)]. Hence, including genre as a predictor led to 17%

(Cox-Snell) to 23% (Nagelkerke) of additional variance in the writers’ choice of demonstrative NP
form being explained. A similar pattern of results was found when the same analysis was carried

out on only the demonstrative NPs with a nominal antecedent (n = 990). Indeed, including
genre as a predictor significantly improved the model and led to 15–20% of additional variance
explained in the dependent variable by genre, also in this smaller dataset, and also here distance
was a significant predictor of demonstrative variance.

Table 3 shows the contributions of the individual predictors to the model that showed

the best fit (Model 2), presented separately for the analyses on demonstrative pronouns vs.
demonstrative NPs, regardless of type of antecedent. In all models, distance was hence a

significant predictor of demonstrative variance. Note that sentence position (p = .076) did

not contribute significantly to the model that explained most variance in the writer’s choice of
demonstrative NP.
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Dem Pronouns
Constant

Distance

b

Sig.
(2-tailed)

.32 [.04, .66]

.032

1.73

2.68
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–.88 [–1.50, –.30]

.004
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.42

.75
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.002
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.05

4.35
.10

8.10
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.49

.72

1.05

Genre (1)
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.001
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.03

2.83

4.67

5.93
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Genre (2)

1.84

2.60

4.35

.73 [.39, 1.09]

–.33 [–.70, .02]

1.44

.001
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Upper
95% CI

.001

.95 [.31, 1.59]

Genre (2)

Odds
Ratio

.98 [.55, 1.50]

Synt. Fun.
Sent. Pos.

Lower
95% CI

.001

1.42
3.51
.27

2.07
4.87
.37

3.02
6.76
.52

Table 3: Logistic models (final) of predictors of text-based anaphoric demonstrative variation
(95% BCa bootstrap confidence intervals based on 1000 samples in brackets). Reference
categories were previous sentence(s) (for Distance), subject (for Syntactic Function), initial (for
Sentence Position), and reviews [for Genre (1) in the comparison to news reports and for Genre
(2) in the comparison to wikipedia texts]. Separate analyses were carried out for demonstrative
pronouns and demonstrative NPs.

7.3 Additional analyses
7.3.1 Text-based demonstratives and referent introduction
Given the lower activation status of familiar thatN in the givenness hierarchy (Gundel et al.
1993), one would hypothesize more distal than proximal demonstrative NPs when these are

used to introduce a new referent in discourse. In the three corpora, we found 193 first mention
demonstratives, distributed over three classes: recognitional demonstratives (n = 23), indefinite

this (n = 1) and restrictive those/that demonstratives (n = 169), suggesting support for this

hypothesis. Restrictive those/that demonstratives were all distal by definition. They were all
elliptic, consisting of a (verbal) post-modification only, as in Example 1 below. Recognitional

demonstratives, as in Example 2, were based on generic familiarity rather than private common
ground (as in spoken discourse). They were all observed in the reviews corpus, found to be

predominantly distal (66,6%), representing typical cases of recognitional or familiar thatN

(Gundel et al 1993; Himmelmann 1996; Cornish 2001). The remaining cases were proximal, and
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relied on similar familiarity inferences (mainly based on knowledge of the book reviewed), but
could not be substituted by an indefinite article.

(1) For those who don’t know Gibran, get to know his work. (R3332)2
(2) But, you can tell why the hippie-set loved this book: it is spirituality devoid of religion.

Namely, this book can make you feel all “cosmic” without all that pesky Christian
morality. (R3421)

Finally, as mentioned in Section 2, we classified all demonstratives for which a linguistic trigger
could be found as anaphoric, cataphoric, or first mention, depending on the location of the
trigger (respectively before or after the demonstrative or after but in the same NP position of the

demonstrative). This caused these classes to cover not only a majority of regular cases, but also
a minority of borderline cases with slight changes in the denotation or semantic interpretation

of the referent. Although the coding variables did not allow for a detailed analysis of borderline
cases, some classes could easily be detected, and showed a distal preference, thus supporting the

idea of distal demonstratives being associated more with (slightly) new referents. For example,
the bridging inference demonstratives found in the corpus preferred a distal demonstrative (12
out of 16), as observed elsewhere (Lücking 2018). We also found a productive class of deferred

elliptic those/that anaphors (n = 156), as in Example 3, where the demonstrative picks out the
head noun of the antecedent NP (Cubans) to create a new entity (wet foot Cubans).

(3) Under the government’s wet foot/dry foot policy, Cubans who set foot on U.S. soil are

generally allowed to stay, while those intercepted at sea are usually returned to Cuba.
(N623)

7.3.2 Text-based demonstratives and referent prominence
The idea of demonstratives expressing not so much the discourse structural position of the

referent, but rather the writer’s strategy to present a referent as prominent or noteworthy, can

be supported by a preference for proximal demonstratives in reference to singular, human, and

named entities (Kirsner 1979). Our data in Table 1 confirm the overall preference for proximal
singular demonstratives, but show a mixed picture for human referents. The number of observed

human (n = 209) and named human (n = 46) demonstratives was relatively small. The majority

of human referents (n = 160) consisted of restrictive those demonstratives, which were by
2

In the examples presented in the text, we have underlined the antecedent, highlighted the critical demonstrative in
boldface, and added the source (News, Wikipedia, Reviews) and the corpus ID number, referring to the coding used
in the corpus presented by Maes et al. (2022).
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definition all distal. Also the remaining cases were mostly distal (n = 39 out of 49). Named
referents, on the other hand, were observed to predominantly elicit a proximal demonstrative (n

= 38 out of 46). Nevertheless, many of them referred to protagonists in the book reviews from
the review corpus, and had a displaced exophoric flavor. Furthermore, Kirsner (1979) suggested

that demonstratives followed by a new noun, compared to a repetition of the antecedent noun,
should be more prominent and thus proximal. The bottom row of Table 1, however, shows a
more pronounced preference for distal NPs in these cases in our analysis.

Finally, our data do not allow us to test the effect of more fine-grained semantic features

of lexical items, as has been done by Rocca and colleagues (2019). There is only one class of
demonstratives in the text fragments we analyzed that resembles Rocca et al.’s experimental
situation of a demonstrative that is linguistically and mentally connected to one singular lexical

item only, namely demonstratives involved in a relationship between an unmodified anaphor
noun and the same unmodified antecedent noun. All other demonstratives are related to a

combination of lexical items: first mention demonstratives are by definition modified, thus
including a combination of items (e.g., that pesky + Christian + morality R3421). The same
holds for all anaphoric demonstratives: demonstrative NPs with a non-nominal antecedent

connect an abstract anaphor noun (e.g. this fact W2755; that case N33; this shift N169, etc.) with

a non-nominal antecedent; modified demonstratives combine the semantics of head noun and
modifiers (e.g. this/that poor + animal R5480); anaphor nouns with different noun antecedents

induce synonymous or (most often) hyperonymic relations between these nouns (e.g. trail
<— this route W2752; Motorola Inc. <— this company N284; October <— that month N96).

The only category applicable here is nearly empty: unmodified anaphor nouns with the same
antecedent noun turn out to have modified antecedents, inducing categorical relations between
anaphor and antecedent (e.g. dry climate <— this climate W2698; a colossal eruption around

1750 BC <— this eruption W3085; a contemporary man in his 90’s who lives in a nursing home

<— this man R4377). Only one exceptional demonstrative, shown in Example 4, showed a

syntactic and mental connection between only one singular lexical element (a proper name)
and a demonstrative:

(4) I’m proud to live in France, but this France disappoints me. (N618)
In other words, all (but one) anaphoric demonstratives in the corpus are for their interpretation
dependent on different lexical items and combinations thereof, which raises the question: which

of these should we consider the source of the referent-intrinsic features expected to have an

effect on demonstrative choice? Based on our findings, it seems that any hypothesized relation
between variation in type of demonstrative used and a referent’s fine-grained semantic properties
is neither applicable nor relevant to endophoric demonstratives.
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8 Discussion
The corpus study reported in this paper confirms the importance of discourse genre in explaining
variation in writers’ choice of endophoric demonstratives. As predicted by our recent theoretical

framework (Peeters et al. 2021), discourse genre explained significantly more demonstrative
variation in the wide variety of text fragments we analyzed than local discourse variables related

to the cognitive status or prominence of the referent. In different discourse genres, the position
of the writer differs vis-à-vis the described entities and the addressee. The substantial variation

we observed in the overall use of proximal vs. distal demonstratives across the different corpora
shows that writers may implicitly make use of sociocultural genre knowledge when writing a

text, as evident from the demonstratives they use in expressions of endophoric reference. As

such, a clear preference for distal demonstratives is found when the addressee is considered
more prominent in the given discourse setting (as in news reports), whereas an overall

preference for proximal demonstratives is observed when writers feel more responsibility for

the produced discourse themselves, as in an expository context (e.g. wikipedia texts). In such

expository contexts, proximal demonstratives hence indicate that the referent is psychologically
situated near the writer, whereas in interactional and narrative discourse the writer uses distal

demonstratives to reach out to the addressee (Peeters et al. 2021). Thus, these demonstrative

preferences are derived from genre specific assumptions on the interaction between writer,

referent, and addressee. These assumptions in turn cover the typical characteristics of text goals
and genres, which we experience in everyday life and gradually internalize as socio-cultural

genre knowledge (Clinton et al. 2020; Mar et al. 2021). At the same time, the genre default
is defeasible and thus leaves room for other variables and explanations to play their part. In

the remainder of this section, we will discuss to what extent our quantitative and qualitative
observations offer support for the idea that earlier theories of endophoric demonstrative
reference can be seen as providing reasons for endophoric demonstratives to deviate from preexisting genre defaults.

8.1 Demonstrative variance and activation-based proposals
The quantitative analyses presented above show that activation-based variables (referential

distance, syntactic function, sentence position) explained a significant part of variance in the
writers’ choice of demonstrative type across the different corpora, though clearly smaller than

genre. Some of the results can be seen as support for the idea that demonstratives are sensitive to
the activation level of referents, in particular the observation that proximal demonstratives more
often have a subject function and are found in sentence-initial position than distal demonstratives

(subject: 55,5% vs. 40,9%; sentence-initial: 55% vs. 44,3%). When we take these variables as being
associated with highly accessible or given referents, their distribution supports the two activation-
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based theories. We also found more first-mention familiar thatN (i.e. distal demonstrative NPs)
than first-mention proximal demonstrative NPs, as predicted by the givenness hierarchy.

Other activation-based predictions, however, were not supported by our results. Referential

distance significantly explained some variance in the data, but we found more distal than

proximal demonstratives with antecedents in the same sentence (vs. in a previous sentence;
45,2% vs. 19,2%), while accessibility theory would predict the opposite.

Accessibility theory furthermore predicted that pronominal demonstratives should occur

more often in subject and initial position and near their antecedents compared to demonstrative

NPs. Our quantitative results showed significant, but again opposite, effects of syntactic function

(subject vs. non-subject) in separate analyses for demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative
NPs. Text-based demonstrative pronouns were indeed present in subject position (n = 500)
more often than in non-subject position (n = 201), whereas for demonstrative NPs the opposite

pattern was observed (n = 511 vs. n = 800 respectively). A demonstrative’s sentence position
(initial vs. non-initial) only significantly explained variance in the observed demonstrative type

(proximal vs. distal) for demonstrative pronouns, and not for demonstrative NPs. Demonstrative
pronouns were indeed found more often in sentence-initial (n = 495) than in sentence noninitial position (n = 206).

8.2 Demonstrative variance and referent prominence
Earlier work on endophoric demonstrative variation has hypothesized that the prominence of a
particular referent may influence a writer’s choice of demonstrative type. Specifically, it was
proposed that human, singular, and named entities would by definition possess a high degree

of prominence, making such referents ideal candidates for proximal demonstratives (Kirsner
1979). In addition, proximal demonstratives have been argued to more often come with new (as

opposed to repeated) nouns, when compared to the critical noun present in their antecedents
(Kirsner 1979). Our data in Table 1 do not reveal a stable connection across corpora between

proximal demonstratives and the discourse-structural prominence of referents (i.e. their subject
and sentence-initial position) or the intrinsic prominence features of referents (i.e. human and

named human referents). In addition, we did not find more proximal demonstratives with
new nouns compared to with repeated nouns. As most of these anaphor nouns are attenuated
classifiers of the antecedent noun (e.g. October <— that month N96), we consider them ‘different’
rather than ‘new’, and thus unreliable as a measure of referent prominence.

Yet, some observations may support the idea of proximal demonstratives being associated

with more prominent referents. First, as for activation-based proposals, the higher proportion

of proximal demonstratives in subject function and sentence-initial position can also suggest
a higher association of proximal demonstratives with prominent referents. Second, we also
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observed a preference for proximal (vs. distal) modified NPs across the three corpora. Apparently,
when writers decide to predicate information on a well-established referent using a modified

demonstrative NP, they more often use a proximal than a distal demonstrative (17,3% vs. 8,3%).
This preference can be explained as a strategic choice of the writer to present new information

on an existing discourse referent preferably from their own perspective, thus expressing the same

idea of interactional inferences as proposed in Peeters et al. (2021), which may be suggested by
local discourse conditions and not necessarily by pre-existing genre assumptions. This observation
is in line with the idea of genre preferences being defeasible and thus being able to be overruled
when certain conditions apply. In this case, it is plausible to assume that a writer uses a proximal
demonstrative to render a particular referent more prominent.

Finally, the text-based demonstratives in our corpus all showed semantic relations exceeding

the simple relation between one demonstrative and the semantics of one lexical item. Therefore,

we were not able to verify the effect of any other intrinsic semantic feature of lexical items or

referents. We deem it unlikely that our data are special in this respect, and thus cast doubt on

whether it is possible to find or even define effects of intrinsic, semantic features of referents in
endophoric demonstratives. This hence questions the generalizability to natural multi-word texts

of observed referent-intrinsic, semantic effects on a writer’s demonstrative choice, as observed
in experimental settings where nouns are presented in isolation (e.g. Rocca et al. 2019; Rocca &
Wallentin 2020).

9 Conclusion
In conclusion, the data we have presented in this paper support the idea of socio-cultural genre

knowledge being the main driver of demonstrative variance in endophoric demonstratives. Text
genres can be seen as carrying a default assumed psychological distance between writer and
referents, as well as an assumed interactional relationship between writer and addressee. The

literature shows many examples with clear proximal or distal preference that can be and have
been explained in this vein. The main contribution of this paper is that we have shown similar

overall preferences in different text genres for the large majority of demonstratives that can
easily be replaced by the other variant.

We observed partial support for the validity of theoretical proposals based on the local discourse

context, motivated either by general discourse mechanisms (such as the degree of activation of
referents) or by incidental strategies used by writers, e.g. to highlight new information on an
activated referent or to introduce new referents. As we see it, we consider these as reasons to
overrule the default preference set by the genre. Yet, the effects of the variables associated with

the general mechanism of referent activation were small (in the case of subject function and

sentence-initial position) and sometimes even showed the opposite pattern compared to earlier
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theoretical expectations (in the case of referential distance). The distribution of some other
variables differed more substantially, such as the preference for proximal modified anaphoric
NPs, and for distal NPs referring to new or slightly new referents, thus supporting the idea of

writers incidentally using a writer-near demonstrative to predicate new information about an

established referent, and a reader-near demonstrative to introduce a new referent or signal a
change to an existing referent. Importantly, the latter preferences can perfectly be explained

in terms of the interaction between writer, referent, and addressee as proposed in Peeters et

al. (2021), this time not as a pre-existing genre assumption, but as suggested by local context:

writers prefer to present new information on established referents from their own perspective,
while they prefer to appeal to the addressee when new referents have to be created or when the
representation of activated referents has to be adapted.

On a more general note, studies on endophoric demonstratives have indeed shown ample

evidence that writers can use demonstrative variation freely to suggest a variety of subtle
pragmatic inferences, such as when suggesting prominence of referents, positive or negative
attitudes towards referents, or invitations or appeals to the addressee. For all of these inferences,

translated in a variety of concepts as listed in Section 3.2, we consider the presumed psychological

distance and the presumed relation with referent and addressee in the mind of the writer as the
common denominator best explaining demonstrative variance in text. By using the method of

an exhaustive analysis of a large corpus representing clear discourse genres, we were able to
capture the effect of higher order sociocultural knowledge of discourse goals and genres. Our

analysis does not invalidate the use of individual examples as a basis for theoretical proposals

of demonstrative variance, but presents a more generalizable way to distinguish between local

discourse conditions and higher order considerations in the mind of the writer as an explanatory
basis of demonstrative variance. Likewise, it does not intend to discourage the use of experimental
methods to elicit demonstratives or acceptability ratings from naïve participants in the lab or
in online studies. However, it does suggest the importance of manipulating, or at least taking

into account, genre and goal information in such experimental tasks, to be able to capture not
only the effect of local discourse variables, but also of the higher order default demonstrative
preferences connected to different discourse genres.

Given the subtlety of these higher order pragmatic inferences, we assume that cognitive

abilities and stylistic, rhetorical skills of individual writers must lead to substantial variation in
their choice of demonstrative type (Peeters et al. 2021). As we selected corpora produced by many

different writers, we expect however genre preference to be stronger than individual differences,

and indeed hope to confirm such a result in future experiments in which respondents have to
choose a proximal or distal demonstrative in fragments clearly coming from more speaker- or
addressee-oriented text genres.
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Finally, we note that the evidence presented in this paper is restricted to endophoric

demonstratives in English. Specific typicalities, such as degree modifiers or cases of indefinite
this, are likely to have limited scope across the languages of the world. Furthermore, it remains
unclear whether and to what extent our dichotomous (this vs. that) view on endophoric variance
is applicable to languages with a richer and more hybrid demonstrative system. For the major

assumptions made in this paper, however, we assume a broad generalizability across languages.
Indeed, as evident from the wide range of earlier work discussed in this paper, fundamental
notions such as psychological distance, implicit genre knowledge, and the assumed interaction
between the writer and their addressee should play a role in the minds of writers around
the world.
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